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SOCIAL MEDIA CHATTER
IN CHINA
China penalizes 27 individuals for 'tragically awful' math
textbook pictures: 27 people have received punishment from
Chinese authorities as a result of the publication of a math
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textbook whose "tragically awful" graphics caused it to go
viral. The books were "not beautiful," and some of the
illustrations were "very ugly" and did not "fully portray the
sunny image of China's youngsters," according to a working
committee from the ministry of education's months-long
study. The math textbooks were apparently utilized in
elementary schools all around the nation when they were
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released by the People's Education Press over ten years ago.
However, they gained notoriety in May after a teacher posted
images of the illustrations within. These included
photographs of boys clutching ladies' skirts and at least one
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youngster with what appeared to be a leg tattoo.

NEWS IN CHINA
Xi expresses sorrow over the COVID-19 illness to the Japanese
PM. On Monday, Japanese Prime Minister Fumio Kishida
received a message of sympathy from Chinese President Xi
Jinping over the latter's COVID-19 infection. After learning of
Kishida's coronavirus sickness, Xi wrote in his letter that he
would want to send the prime minister his deepest
sympathies and best wishes for a quick recovery. Xi said he
would want to collaborate with Kishida to advance the
development of China-Japan relations that are fit for the
needs of the current era, noting that this year is the 50th
anniversary of the normalization of diplomatic relations
between the two countries.
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According to China's National Health
Commission, COVID-19 is a factor in the
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nation's declining marriage and birth rates,
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of Japan's most significant bilateral
connections. The importance of JapanChina relations is rising, not just for the two
nations themselves but also for regional
stability and global prosperity.

